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Finds on your Doorstep – 6000 years of life in Barrow upon Humber - finds recorded 

on the Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin 

Foreman, Finds Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire 
 

Prehistory, from the Neolithic to the end of the Iron Age (4000 BC – AD 43) 11 records 

 
Prehistoric finds from Barrow include objects from the town itself, discovered by gardening or other happy 

accidents. The course of the Beck attracted interest from earliest times, whether for the benefits of water 

supply, or because of the significance of watercourses to religious or mortuary practice.  

More flints have been found in fields west of Barrow, and prehistoric occupation may have centred in the 

drier upland part of the parish. As land has been lost to the river, finds plotted near its bank may not have 

been as coastal as now appears, and are often of uncertain provenance. 
 

A Neolithic blade suggests an early presence on low-lying land. Iron Age gold coins come from Thornton 

Street and St Chad’s, hinting at a late prehistoric esteem for watery places, as well as activity at that time.  

                               
YORYM-EEBF6B             CCI-80001                  CCI-950967                                                                          NLM-4FB9A4                         YORYM1505  

Flint blade     Gold coins from Barrow village                    Polished axe and gold coin from the parish 
 

Utilised flint debris is patinated by its contact with chalky wold-slope soils. Most are casually worked flints. 

A scraper and potsherd are (or are from) more complete objects, hinting at settlement upslope from Barrow. 

              
         Neolithic to Bronze Age flints from the fields                        Bronze age Scraper    Iron Age sherd 
NLM-1E4C25 NLM-A8F746     NLM-5966C2                  NLM-319064            NLM-595147          NLM-598830 

 

The Roman period (AD 43-410) 29 records 

 
Most Roman-period finds come from slopes west of Barrow, suggesting a continuation of that upland 

occupation suspected from the Neolithic onwards. Wolds soils were easily cultivated, albeit they were only 

modestly productive. On the East Yorkshire Wolds, extensive areas were devoted to Iron Age stock rearing 

and a similar regime might be suspected here. 

The Roman period saw lower land taken into use, and a Romanised farm east of Barton showed distinct 

phases of agricultural emphasis, presumably to meet the changing demands of a Romanised market-style 

economy. A coastal setting facilitated trading of its produce to elsewhere in Britain and beyond. 
 

Earlier Romano-British finds include no coins and few dress accessories or household objects. They point to 

a sluggish take-up of Roman ways: there are few finds, and, of these, most are of native British types. 

                                         
             NLM-0B283B            NLM-0AEC15       NLM-0B309B    NLM-A8CB46                                                       PUBLIC-D99C21 

Romano-British finds from the southern edge of Barrow            Brooch: an outlier from a Barton farm  
 

Coins up to AD 300 may mark a track between Barrow and another settlement about 2km to the south-west.  
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                   NLM-F4B3C5                                           NLM-0AFC42 NLM-C67BA3           NLM-34D833           NLM-34C798       NLM-3499D3 

‘Early’ coin of AD 198-217    Coins of the 3rd century from between Barrow and its neighbouring site 
 

The Roman period (AD 43-410) continued 
 

A hoard of silver coins was found near a late Roman complex at the head of Deepdale, along with a single 

gold coin. The hoard was dated to AD 388-402 (IARCH-EF75AC), and an aisled building was excavated 

nearby. This may suggest an official presence maintained nearly to the end of Roman occupation. Other 

coins of the 4th century indicate a persisting connection between this site and the southern edge of Barrow, a 

route still intermittently marked today by the alignments of paths and tracks. 

The coastal location of Barrow was of strategic importance, to both local defence and to the wider Empire. 

 

The coins found in fields hereabouts are all copper alloy, many of the House of Constantine (306-361), but 

continuing up to the time of the hoard. Their imagery highlights the militarised nature of later Roman rule. 
 

           
         NLM-C616F1            NLM-C66611                NLM-C62741        NLM-C68D1C            NLM-C654A8             NLM-C63755       NLM-C69DCA 

                             
                                         NLM-69CB44               NLM-2FECC3                NLM-0B184D              NLM-0B0AA6 

Coins, most from south-west of Barrow top: Constantinian, below: Valentinian, and two of Gratian 

 

The Early Medieval period (410-1066) 5 records 

 
The Anglo-Saxons were invited by late or sub-Roman authorities as mercenaries. A single object found east 

of Down Hall may be disturbed from the grave of a woman interred according to their practice.  

A Northumbrian-style Christian monastery was founded Ad Barueu by St Chad before AD 669, and Middle 

Saxon graves and metalwork have been encountered in the suburb named St Chad’s, below an 11th-century 

church. Chad’s monastery was granted an estate including both Barrow and Barton for its support. This was 

lost to Viking incursions, and three medieval churches in Barrow point to its division between at least three 

new Viking lords. 
 

A girdle hanger was worn as a symbol of wifely roles, while a Northumbrian coin found between Barrow 

and Barton may be from the monastic period. A strike-a-light fragment recalls a Viking longship prow, 

while laddered decoration on a whorl resembles pagan Swedish carved motifs: both found near Barrow.                          

                                            
Anglian girdle hanger and Middle Saxon coin                Viking strike-a-light and spindle whorl  
       NLM-0E03C2                                                NLM-6B4DD5                                              NLM-0C03B4 NLM-35C666  
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The Medieval period (1066-1500) 15 records  

 

At the Norman Conquest, Barrow was given to the same powerful lord as Hedon, on the north side of the 

Humber, so as to control both ends of a strategic river crossing. He built a motte and bailey castle to 

dominate the haven south of the town. 

Medieval finds are again few, mostly scattered west of Barrow. A buckle from a path towards Barton shows 

the local influence of Anglo-Scandinavian styles. Further away, a halfpenny was perhaps lost on the road 

towards Brigg, and a medieval latchlifter key comes from a possible precursor to outlying farms at the 

southern edge of the parish. 
 

Isolated finds hint at the use of tracks between Barrow and Barton, and over the Wolds towards Brigg. A 

simple iron latchlifter suggests a door, and thus a building or buildings, and hence settlement, to the south. 

                                                                                  
        NLM-1A9D45                                                                                            NLM-AA2158                                                               NLM-59802F 

Zoomorphic buckle                                     Halfpenny of Henry III                           Iron Latchlifter key 
 

Coin dates show finds span the long period between Henry III and Henry VII (1216-1509), but they are so 

few as to suggest some constraint on their deposition, in marked contrast to neighbouring Barton parish. 

                                                   
                                                                          NLM-58BE1D                       NLM-456152 YORYM-D3B453 

Coins from Lincolnshire’s medieval heyday are rare, and the most common Edwardian issues absent 
 

Other classes of finds are also thinly represented, though the broad categories to be expected appear to be 

present. From their forms, all the objects could date to before the mid-14th-century Black Death. If they are 

indeed a valid sample of what was available to be found, it would seem that Barrow’s fields may largely 

have been made over to stock grazing, sheep pasture or waste through the later part of the medieval period. 

              
         YORYM-D33CE1                NLM-AECA88     NLM-457740               NLM-58B6D7     NLM-8CBB62       NLM-58A739                    YORYM-C37CB2 

               Buckle plate and strap ends                    Mount       Pot leg       Pendant            Silver brooch 

 

 

The Post-Medieval period (1500-1900) 16 records 
 

Post-Medieval finds are reported from closer to the village of Barrow than was the case with medieval 

material. These objects were probably taken along with domestic rubbish to manure land, but this was 

apparently closer to the village than before.  

Usually common types of object dating to the 16th and 17th centuries do not appear, though coins show that 

deposition continued. This might be seen as complementary to the medieval evidence suggesting scant 

deposition on the fields from late medieval times onwards. Or, less happily for interpretation, both medieval 

and post-medieval groups may simply be too small to be viable samples. 
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Silver coins from Elizabeth to Anne (1558-1714). Three out of four coins come from roads or tracks: the 

exception is a forgery found near St Chad’s, perhaps discarded there when it was recognised as counterfeit. 

    
       NLM-1DFF95     NLM-F54676                NLM-2EACD0          NLM-9A6B43 

Penny and threepence of Elizabeth I        Forged shilling of Charles I      Half-crown of Queen Anne 

 

Other post-medieval finds are an eccentric group from which usually-common types of dress fittings and 

mounts are entirely absent. The possibility remains that partial reporting, or bias in either collection or 

recording, may be responsible for an unbalanced result. A small sample is often prone to such problems. 

       
    Scoop        Finger ring           Cloth or bag seal        Wire bag closure      Token             Bracket 
NLM-7C9ED6 NLM-0857E4 NLM-C401E1 NLM-0EF6B0                   NLM-6B5B8D             NLM-BCDC45 


